N1-Methyladenosine detection with CRISPR-Cas13a/C2c2†
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Recent studies suggested that the widespread presence of N1-methyladenosine (m1A) plays a very important role in environmental stress, ribosome biogenesis and antibiotic resistance. The RNA-guided, RNA-targeting CRISPR Cas13a exhibits a “collateral effect” of promiscuous RNase activity upon target recognition with high sensitivity. Inspired by the advantage of CRISPR Cas13a, we designed a system to detect m1A induced mismatch, providing a rapid, simple and fluorescence-based m1A detection. For A-ssRNA, the Cas13a-based molecular detection platform showed a high fluorescence signal. For m1A-ssRNA, there is an about 90% decline of fluorescence. Moreover, this approach can also be used to quantify m1A in RNAs and applied for the analysis of dynamic m1A demethylation of 28S rRNA with AlkB.

Introduction

N1-Methyladenosine (m1A), a methyl group at the 1st position of adenine, is a prominent RNA post-transcriptional modification which is catalyzed by methyltransferase.1 It widely exists in tRNA and mRNA.2,3 In tRNAs, m1A is found at positions 9 and 58 of human mitochondrial and cytoplasmic tRNAs4–8 catalyzed by TRMT10C,9 TRMT61B and TRMT6/61A.9,10,11 In rRNAs, it is present at position 645 of 25S rRNAs and position 1322 of 28S rRNAs, catalysed by ribosomal RNA processing protein 8 (Rrp8)12 and nucleoemylthin,13 respectively. m1A in rRNA and tRNA exhibits various functions and influences. m1A in tRNA can respond to environmental stress,9,14,15 and m1A in tRNA can affect ribosome biogenesis13 and mediate antibiotic resistance in bacteria.16 Although the functions of m1A in tRNA and rRNA were widely studied, little is known about the precise location, regulation, and function of m1A in the human transcriptome. More recently, m1A was found to be present in mRNA with the development of high-throughput experimental techniques. m1A-seq17 and m1A-ID-seq18 which combined m1A immunoprecipitation and the tendency of m1A to cause reverse transcription stop or mismatch for transcriptome-wide characterization of m1A showed that m1A is a prevalent internal mRNA modification and highly enriched around the start codon within 5’ untranslated regions (UTRs). Moreover, single base resolution approaches for m1A mapping provided a more precise global analysis and also found that m1A is present in a low number of mRNAs in cytosol, mRNA cap, mitochondrial-encoded transcripts and 5’UTR showing different impacts on translation.19,20

The ability to rapidly detect m1A with high sensitivity and single-base specificity on a portable platform may aid in studying the dynamic and potential post-transcriptional gene expression regulation of m1A modification.21 Microbial Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeat (CRISPR) and CRISPR-associated (CRISPR-Cas) adaptive immune systems contain programmable endonucleases that can be leveraged for CRISPR-based diagnostics (CRISPRDx). All of the CRISPR immune surveillance requires the processing of precursor crRNA transcripts (pre-crRNAs), consisting of repeat sequences flanking viral spacer sequences, into individual mature crRNAs that each contain a single spacer.22–24 CRISPR systems use three known mechanisms to produce mature crRNAs: use of a dedicated endonuclease,25–27 coupling of a host endonuclease,28 or RNase activity intrinsic to the effecter enzyme itself.29 The Cas13a protein (previously known as C2c2) possesses a unique RNase activity responsible for CRISPR RNA maturation that is distinct from its RNA-activated single-stranded RNA degradation activity.30 It can function as an RNA-guided RNA endonuclease and can be activated to engage in “collateral” cleavage of nearby nontargeted RNAs when reprogrammed with CRISPR RNAs (crRNAs).31 And it can provide rapid DNA and RNA detection with attomolar sensitivity and single-base mismatch specificity.32 Here we describe a Cas13a-mediated collateral cleavage of a reporter RNA, allowing for detection of m1A. It is known that m1A cannot pair...
with the corresponding base owing to the position of its methyl group at the Watson–Crick interface. Herein, taking advantage of the single-base mismatch specificity of Cas13a, we provide a rapid, simple and fluorescence-dependent method to detect m^1A. We prepared Cas13a, crRNAs, reporter RNA, and target RNA including A-ssRNA and m^1A-ssRNA used in this study. Synthetic crRNA can detect the corresponding A-containing target RNA to activate Cas13a to cleave a reporter RNA (quenched fluorescent RNA) allowing for a high fluorescence signal, while for the m^1A-containing target RNA, it will be an off-target strain indicating a low signal (Fig. 1).

Results and discussion

Evaluating the feasibility of m^1A detection with Cas13a

To achieve robust signal detection, we purified a homologous Cas13a from Leptotrichia buccalis (LbuCas13a), which displays a great RNA-guided RNase activity among the Cas13a protein family. crRNA was synthesized by transcribing from the DNA hemi-duplex, with 18 nuclear bases which correspond to target RNA (Fig. 2a). Target RNA with or without m^1A modification and the self-fluorescence quenched reporter RNA were obtained from commercial sources. The sequences used in our experiments are listed in ESI Table S1.† In this detection system, the target RNA (A-ssRNA or m^1A-ssRNA) was incubated with crRNA, reporter RNA first, and then LbuCas13a was added to the RNA mixture to perform its RNase activity which is induced by the recognition of crRNA and the target. The adjacent reporter RNA was digested by the activated Cas13a to release the fluorescent group which was quenched by the BHQ1 group in reporter RNA before. After these simple incubation steps, the mixture was monitored by fluorescence detection. The fluorescence is related to the RNase activity of Cas13a that is determined by the hybrid of crRNA and target RNA. It indicated that m^1A-ssRNA showed a significantly lower fluorescence signal compared to A-ssRNA, which is close to the result of a random RNA strain, allowing for m^1A discrimination based on single mismatch detection by LbuCas13a (Fig. 2b). The drastically decreased fluorescence of m^1A-ssRNA, which is caused by the formation of mismatch due to the disturbance of hydrogen base pairs, demonstrated the feasibility of m^1A detection with the CRISPR-Cas13a system.

Fig. 2  (a) The sequence of crRNA, m^1A-ssRNA and A-ssRNA. The target site is highlighted in blue; A and m^1A are highlighted in red. (b) Fluorescence spectra of the detection of target A-ssRNA, m^1A-ssRNA, and random-ssRNA via the Cas13a collateral detection.

Examining the sensitivity of m^1A via the Cas13a collateral detection

To increase the specificity of this Cas13a system, four crRNAs with different base pair lengths and sequences were designed for m^1A detection. crRNA-18 and crRNA-18N both have 18 nuclear bases paired with A-ssRNA and m^1A-ssRNA (Fig. 3a). The difference is that crRNA-18 introduces a synthetic mismatch. For crRNA-20 and crRNA-20N, 20 pairing nuclear bases were formed with target RNA and a mismatch site was designed within crRNA-20 (Fig. 3a). According to a previous report,32 we proposed that the introduction of a synthetic mismatch may lead to an increase...

Fig. 3  (a) Schematic of A, m^1A strain target regions and the crRNA sequences used for detection. (b) Highly specific detection of different crRNAs (18, 18N, 20, 20N) to A-ssRNA and m^1A-ssRNA targets using Cas13a (n = 3 technical replicates; two-tailed Student t test; ***, p < 0.001; bars represent mean ± s.e.m.). (c) Fluorescence changes of A-ssRNA and m^1A-ssRNA at a concentration of 40 pM, 4 pM, 40 fM, and 4 fM using Cas13a (n = 3 technical replicates; bars represent mean ± s.e.m.).
of the off-target of m^1A-ssRNA causing a lower Cas13a RNase activity. We examined the ability of these crRNAs to discriminate between targets that differ by m^1A-based mismatch. All four crRNAs were incubated with A-ssRNA and m^1A-ssRNA for 5 min at room temperature, respectively. And then reporter RNA and Cas13a were added keeping the temperature at 37 °C for 10 min. The fluorescence characterization revealed that crRNA-18, crRNA-18N and crRNA-20 showed high specific detection of A-ssRNA and m^1A-ssRNA and 95%, 90% and 94% fluorescence decline, respectively (Fig. 3b). crRNA-20N displayed a relatively low specificity of m^1A with 75% fluorescence decline, which might be caused by the low difference of A and m^1A within a long pairing sequence. Of all the above crRNAs’ specificity for A and m^1A, crRNA-18 was the best choice for the following experiments. Next, the reaction temperature and time were optimized for the Cas13a cleavage step. crRNA, target RNAs and reporter RNA were incubated at room temperature for 5 min, Cas13a was then added keeping the temperature at 25 °C, 30 °C, 37 °C and 40 °C for 10 min, respectively. Cas13a showed the best specificity for m^1A detection at 37 °C which was applied in further studies (Fig. S1†). The time-dependent fluorescence response spectra were then determined by monitoring the fluorescence intensity changes in the Cas13a cleavage mixture. With the excitation at 488 nm and the emission intensity at 520 nm, A-ssRNA showed a rapid increase at first and reached the maximum within 15 min, suggesting a complete sensing response. A similar experiment using m^1A-ssRNA instead of A-ssRNA exhibited slight fluorescence increments, but was more time-consuming (Fig. S2†). On comparing the time-dependent fluorescent intensity of A-ssRNA and m^1A-ssRNA, 10 min digestion time shows the most obvious distinction. Subsequently, after 5 min incubation of crRNA-18 with target RNAs and reporter RNA at room temperature and then 10 min digestion of Cas13a at 37 °C, as low as 40 fM target RNA with m^1A modification can be easily distinguished by this Cas13a detection system (Fig. 3c).

Quantitating m^1A in RNAs

Furthermore, this method can realize quantitative analysis of m^1A in RNAs. m^1A-ssRNA and A-ssRNA were mixed in different ratios from 0% to 100% of m^1A-ssRNA/(A-ssRNA + m^1A-ssRNA) and the fluorescence changes were measured at an excitation of 488 nm via Cas13a detection. The fluorescence intensities of different ratios of m^1A-ssRNA demonstrated that this approach is excellent for the highly specific detection of m^1A in RNAs (Fig. 4a). A linear correlation between the percentage of m^1A-ssRNA and fluorescence intensity ranging from 0% to 100% was also observed suggesting that this method can be used in the quantitative analysis of m^1A in RNAs via Cas13a detection (Fig. 4b). m^1A detection in 28S rRNA via Cas13a detection

m^1A modification in 28S rRNA is catalyzed by nucleomethylin (NML; also known as RRP8). Here, crRNA-28s is designed for detecting m^1A at position 1322 using Cas13a detection. We identified demethylase AlkB which can demethylate m^1A in vitro with a high efficiency of 98% (Fig. S3†) to introduce an A-containing RNA as a control. Total RNA extracted from the HEK293T cells was fragmented by a fragmentation buffer (NEB) into nearly 150 bp. Then the fragmented total RNA was divided into two fractions; one fraction was treated with AlkB and another was not (Fig. 5a). To make sure that all of the m^1A was demethylated to A, (+) AlkB and (−) AlkB fragmented RNAs were digested into nucleosides by nuclease P1 and alkaline phosphatase for HPLC-MS analysis. The HPLC-MS results indicated that all of the m^1A was demethylated as the peak of m^1A almost disappeared in (+) AlkB, while that of (−) AlkB did not (Fig. S4†). The reverse transcriptase stalling was also studied for AlkB demethylation analysis. We know that m^1A can effectively stall reverse transcription (RT) and result in truncated RT products. Thus, (+) AlkB RNA will get a longer cDNA compared to (−) AlkB RNA. After reverse transcription with RevertAid Reverse Transcriptase, the solution mixture was subjected to denaturing PAGE analysis. The gel electrophoresis results revealed that dTTP was successfully incorporated into the excess primers of the (+) AlkB RNA rather than (−) AlkB RNA (Fig. S5†). With these results in hand, we put (+) AlkB RNA and (−) AlkB RNA into m^1A detection via the Cas13a system (Fig. 5a). (+) and (−) AlkB fragmented RNA was incubated with crRNA-28s at 65 °C for 5 min and then cooled down to 16 °C in 10 min, respectively. Subsequently, reporter RNA and Cas13a were added and kept at 37 °C for 10 min to detect the fluorescence intensity. The fluorescence of (+) AlkB RNA showed a high signal and (−) AlkB demonstrated a relatively low signal, while for the system without target RNA, no obvious emission at 520 nm was observed (Fig. S6†). There was
about 40% decline of fluorescence intensity of m^1A containing RNA compared to demethylated RNA indicating the success of detecting m^1A in 28S rRNA via Cas13a (Fig. 5b). It is noticed that the decline of fluorescence was not as notable as the modeling of A-ssRNA and m^1A-ssRNA; this may be because of the unwanted off-target cleavage of Cas13a when testing the complex RNA samples. On the other hand, the different sequence of target RNA and the position of the m^1A are also the reasons causing only 40% difference. In order to demonstrate the utility of the Cas13a system to reveal the dynamics of demethylation of m^1A by AlkB, we examined time-dependent AlkB incubation with the fragment total RNA. As shown in the RT assay, a slight RT product was observed with a time of 10 min. With the increase of incubation time, the RT product was increased as well and there are no changes after 30 min (Fig. S7†). In a similar vein, Cas13a system detection resulted in a relatively low signal with 10 min of incubation with AlkB. By contrast, a high signal was observed with 30 min of incubation and there was no increase as the incubation time was increased (Fig. 5c). These results showed that the RT product increased as the demethylation increased, and its trends of change are almost same as that of the fluorescence signal via Cas13a demonstrating that this method can be used to study the dynamic demethylation of m^1A by AlkB.

**Conclusions**

In summary, the CRSIPR-Cas13a system exhibited limitless application in nucleic acid detection. In this work, we first extended this system to the detection of epigenetic modification. In brief, a detection method for m^1A by Cas13a collateral detection was developed and successfully used to identify m^1A in 28S rRNA. Admittedly, the disadvantage of this method is the turn-off mechanism that is induced by m^1A incorporation, which may be affected by SNPs or other epigenetic nucleobases. With the guidance of transcriptome m^1A mapping methods,^9,20 the general information of m^1A sites or motifs was obtained in advance. We hope our method can provide a simple and rapid verification for the m^1A sites of interest based on high-throughput sequencing data. In addition, with the assistance of AlkB demethylation, the interference of other factors can be reduced maximally. We anticipate that the principle of our work will help to stimulate the development of detection methods for m^1A and more functions of this important epigenetic modification can be revealed with the blossoming of detection methodology.
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